
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

BITDOTCOIN 

Next-gen deflationary token coupled with 

Ultra-HD Meta Scanning Technology 
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Executive Summary 

Have you ever wanted a ready-player one yourself? Soon you’ll be able to make 
an ultra-HD scan of yourself and your real-world assets and move everything into 
the Metaverse. 

 
BITDOTCOIN brings to the market 3D scanning and modeling technology that 
generates ultra-realistic 3D avatars and virtual items to be used across games, VR, 
social media, and online fashion. The tech also allows for the creation of NFTs 
from real-world works of art and collectibles. 

 

We have partnered with the world leader in 3D scanning: EST Studio. Their 
cutting-edge technology was extensively tested and used by big industry names. 
We’re merging this powerful tech with a marketplace and a novel deflationary 
token-based ecosystem to offer users, gamers, artists, and entrepreneurs direct 
access to virtual opportunities of the future. EST Studios' genius and next-
generation technology coupled with our expertise in building tech startups from 
the bottom up will make BITDOTCOIN one of the hottest projects of 2022/2023. 

 
What makes us different 

BITDOTCOIN begins with a substantial $10M in self-funding from our co-
founder Vince Neil. It will help kick start the project and will also help finance 
and engineer the second-gen ultra-HD 16K meta scanners. Our first-gen 4K 
chamber is already functional and will soon be moving from Jakarta, Indonesia, 
to Tallinn, Estonia. 

 

We have the experience taking multiple startups from self-funding and seed 
funding to ranking second on the Financial Times 1000 fastest-growing companies 
list. We built the second fastest-growing company in Europe, with a revenue 
increase of over 13000%. Our Co-Founder, Vince Neil, recently applied his tech 
and acumen to the BITDOT COIN. 

 

Furthermore, his extensive marketing experience and ownership of the gaming 
advertising platform, will enable the BITDOTCOIN message to reach billions of 
people. 



Our Mission 

BITDOTCOIN is to take crypto adoption to the next level. 
 

We believe blockchain is the most important invention of our time, perhaps equal 
only to the worldwide web. And just like the Internet, blockchain has the potential 
to give humanity the means to make the world a better place. 

 

Cryptocurrencies empower all of us to create independent and more equitable 
ecosystems and build new opportunities. Our goal is to move this future forward 
by finding new and engaging ways to accelerate mass adoption and bring 
non-crypto people on board. 

 
Our Vision 

Metascanning will become an everyday part of the Metaverse. A bridge between 
reality and the digital realm. Our next-generation technology will engage and 
connect gamers, artists, entrepreneurs, and users in never-before-seen ways. 

Through building profitable businesses powered by a decentralized economy, we 
raise awareness and present the real-world utility of crypto tokens beyond the 
speculative bubble. 

 

BITDOTCOIN initial goal is to bring in 10M users into crypto through BITDOT 
COIN, a real business use case that combines the market interest (gaming, social, 
& art), powerful tokenomics, and metascanning ecosystem that utilizes the BDOT 
token. 

The long-term goals is to create the largest database of 3D scanned real-world 
objects and people comparable to what Sony did with Audio with their Sony 
Pictures Audio Library. 

 

Scanning real-world art into ultra-HD 3D NFTs is a revolutionary concept on its 
own. It gives anyone in the world the opportunity to view artwork and allows 
cultural treasures to be eternally digitized. It also offers artists, art collectors, and 
museums a way of making additional revenue. 



A Note from the Founder 

Welcome and thank you for considering joining BITDOTCOIN on this exciting 

journey! 

For startup veterans like us, operating in the crypto space is a breath of fresh air. It 
allows you to focus on creation and development without bureaucracy or politics. 

 

We’ve all seen the incredible growth of decentralized finance (DeFi) in 2020 and 2021 
and could experience firsthand the speed at which new solutions emerge when the 
incentive is right. In crypto, projects that would take years to launch can be built and 
released within months. 
 
Taking a proven next-generation technology and bringing it to market via a token-
powered ecosystem allows us to reach audiences, investors, supporters, users, and fans 
who normally would not be able to join our vision, let alone help build it. 

We want to empower our users to find new ways to leverage our tech in their personal 
and professional lives as artists, gamers, influencers, marketers, collectors, investors, 
or businesses and entrepreneurs. 

 
What distinguishes us from other projects is our 10+ years of experience as a team, 
building and solving complex problems at scale. Most of our team comes the most 
successful startups in the advertising technology space of the past decade. 
 

We bring the know-how, strategic partnerships, and 

relentless energy to make any project a reality. 

We have the funds and the experience; 

Professional team and partners; 

Tech and the vision. 

 
All that is left is for you to join us as we embark 

on the journey of making BITDOTCOIN 

the next biggest thing in crypto. 
 

Vince Neil 
 

 

Co-Founder BITDOTCOIN 



Market Backdrop 

The BITDOTCOIN project aims to encompass 
several major markets. Some markets and target 
audiences that already expressed interest in our 
technology include: 

➔ Gamers 

➔ Artists 

➔ Celebrities & influencers 

➔ Marketing professionals 

➔ Professional athletes 

➔ Online fashion platforms 

 

 
NFT Market 

2021 is often referred to as the year of NFT. QI alone saw $2B in NFT sales, a 2100% increase 

from 2020. In February, a plot of virtual land within the game, Axie Infinity, sold for an 
equivalent of $1.5M in ETH. In March, a now-famous art piece by Beeple called ‘Everydays: 

The First 5000 Days’ sold for $69.3M. 

 
Gaming Market 

Globally, there are about 2.7B gamers. In 2020 they spent around $159B on games, a number 

estimated to grow to at least $200B by 2023. 

 
In-game Items Market 

The market for virtual game items is currently estimated at $50B. Many items are sold on 

third-party platforms. 

 
VR/AR 

The worldwide augmented and virtual reality markets are currently estimated at $30.7B and 

predicted to grow exponentially to $297B by 2024. 

 
Metaverse 

In 2019,10.7M people attended a virtual concert inside Fortnite’s game universe by Epic 

Games, featuring real-world D3, Marshmello. Another gaming universe builder, Roblox, is 
already worth $30B. But it’s the decentralized games on blockchain like Axie Infinity and 

Decentraland that allow gamers to directly make a living while playing. 

 

Metascanning 

This is where we will be pioneering and creating a market by commercializing and tokenizing 

Ultra-HD 3D scanning for all imaginable purposes. The bridge between reality and the digital 
realm 



The Metaverse 

Despite Elon Musk's efforts, the final frontier might not lie in space but on servers, 
clouds, and the blockchain, within the metaverse: a mixture of enhanced physical 
reality, AR, XR, VR, and the Internet. 

 

The colonization of virtual worlds has only just begun with many games and 
platforms providing entertainment, alternative lifestyles, creative marketing, 
augmented ads, and new sources of revenue. But the true potential of the 
metaverse is yet to develop and mature. 

If we learned anything from the recent pandemic, it's that digitization is the crucial 
next step for humanity, and it still has a long way to go. Education, remote work, 
social interactions, virtual galleries and concerts, can all benefit from the 
development and mass adoption of metaverse technologies. 

The 3D models have applications in art, fashion, medicine, engineering, product 
design, and more. VR and AR are already used to train professional pilots and 
walk engineers through the maintenance of ultra-complex systems. 

 
 
 
 



 
 

Metaverse and Blockchain 

The utilization of blockchain adds other dimensions to the Metaverse saga: 

  
1. It makes 3D objects stored on blockchain virtually indestructible and eternal. 

The decentralized character of the blockchain with its copies stored on 
millions of private machines around the world means there will always be a 
copy of the NFT somewhere. Blockchain is more resilient than cloud or 
server data centers. 

 

 
2. It offers intrinsic economies and new sources  of revenue. NFTs (non-

fungible tokens) are not only certificates of ownership and authentication
 of digital art and collectibles. They are also smart contracts that allow 
their creators to collect royalties from the future usage of their avatars, art, 
or other 3D models. By introducing the BDOT token, we are creating a 
complete settlement ecosystem and a new metaverse-centric economy. 



 

 
 

How it works 

 
3 D Avatars --------------- 

 

BITDOTCOIN 3D chambers placed around the world allow anyone to scan 
anything, including themselves, in ultrahigh-definition. 

 
A user simply needs to install the BITDOTCOIN app and have the appropriate 
amount of BDOT tokens to pay for the scan on site. BITDOTCOIN avatars are 
generated within minutes. 

 
3 D NFTs --------------- 

Scanning artwork into 3D NFTs will be done in a similar fashion where usage time 
with our metascanner will be paid for using our native BDOT token alternatively 
paying per scanned item. 

 
Other use cases which have already been done are using the metascanner to film 
next-generation music videos, animations, or as CD Project, to create characters 
in their game Cyberpunk 2077. 

 

We are developing a mobile metascanner that will frequently travel around the 
world to various locations where we secure deals with artists, museums, and 
galleries. Just imagine being able to pay a small sum of BDOT to view a virtual 
art gallery in the comfort of your own home. 

    



The BITDOTCOIN  (BDOT) 

We’ve built the BDOT token on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) to ensure that our 
project is scalable and that investors of every size can partake. We believe in 
inclusivity, decentralization, and efficiency, which is why we'll be launching our 
public sale on Pancakeswap v2. We will strive to make this project an integral part 
of the Binance ecosystem. 

 
BDOT is a proprietary deflationary token that’s been built for maximum 
efficiency and utility. Taxation may vary depending on the use case. The main 
functions are outlined below. 

 
Deflation: BDOT is a deflationary token with a 0-5% fee added to every 
transaction. 

 

Smart Staking: 0-2% of each transaction is proportionally distributed among all 
holders as a passive reward. Our Smart Staking mechanism has been built from 
scratch for maximum efficiency and security. 

 

Burn: 0-2% of each transaction is forever burned, ensuring an ever-decreasing 
supply of BDOT 

 

Auto Liquidity: 0-6% of each transaction is automatically added to liquidity on 
Pancake swap v2. This will allow our project to be autonomous without the need 
to pay any exorbitant CEX listing fees to ensure proper liquidity. 

 
The liquidity is permanently locked; however, the token has a built-in function 
that can release part of the liquidity to buyback & burn (described below) 

 

Buyback & Burn: This function can be initiated when total liquidity (on Pancake 
swap) exceeds $10M. Excess liquidity is released where the BDOT tokens are 
burned, and the BNB is used to buyback and burn even more BDOT. This function 
will be initially enabled by the team with the community’s approval. 

 
 

Utility: The BDOT token will be the exclusive token to be used within the 
BITDOTCOIN ecosystem. That includes transacting on the 3D NFT Marketplace, 
paying for scans, paying royalties, as well as paying for BITDOTCOIN 3D 
scanners (franchise model) 



TOKENOMICS 
 

WALLET to WALLET 
 

 

 
WALLET TO PANCAKE SWAP 

 
 

 



Wallet to NFT Marketplace 
 

 

 
Wallet to NFT Marketplace 

The meta scanners will be maintained and manned in collaboration with our 
partners at various events and venues. 

In each of these locations, around 100,000 people every year will be able to 
metascan themselves and create personalized 3D avatars and virtual items for 
games and social media. 

We are in talks with global partners, influencers, and celebrities who will be the 
first to use and promote personalized avatars across social media platforms, games, 
streams, and VR. 

 
The next step will be introducing a franchise model of our 3D metascanning 
technology and expanding our reach to more locations and events. 

We are also reaching out to galleries, artists, and museums to use our technology 
to digitize and immortalize art collections and to earn extra revenue. 

Longer-term, we envisage our 3D scanning technology to be used not only in 
gaming and social but also in fashion and medicine. Our 3D Chambers create 
extremely accurate models of people’s bodies that can be used for virtual online 
clothes shopping, medicine, and other use cases. 



The BITDOTCOIN Business Model 

We believe businesses should make revenue and become profitable as soon as 
possible to create a sustainable foundation to grow. Too many crypto projects are 
based on promises and hype, and as a result are purely fuelled by speculation. 

 
BITDOTCOIN is a business, based on already functioning technology. This tech 
has real-world use in exciting and robust markets from art and collectibles, social, 
to gaming, and the metaverse where all the hottest tech trends converse: 
augmented reality, virtual reality, metaverse games, virtual lands and 
cryptocurrencies. 

Currently, custom-made, full-body avatars can be created individually by 
designers. We will offer quick and Ultra-HD realistic avatars for minimal price at 
our global locations. We understand that price may make scans out of reach for 
average users but this is a premium offering unlike any other and prices will go 
down with scale and time. Each of our chambers can scan around 200-400 people 
a day which is around 150,000 annually. That translates into revenues of upto 
$30M annually per metascanner. 

 

The BDOT Launch 

Vince Neil providing 10M of C in order to secure the projects of business foundation 
which includes: 

➔ Team 

➔ Partnerships 

➔ Smart contract 

➔ Website 

We will be running a private presale where our close network of strategic high-net-worth 
individuals will be invited to partake in the project. We are only taking on board 
investors that we personally know, bringing to the table a skillset or network beneficial 
to the project. 

This presale will be followed by a public presale which will be exclusively available 
on many Platforms. Anyone can register to partake and will have the opportunity to 
buy BDOT tokens for up to 10 BNB (2M BDOT). 

Both private and public presales are priced the same, and we will be raising exactly 
10,000 BNB for 20% of the BDOT supply. 

In early March, we will be launching BDOT publicly on Pancakeswap v2. All of the 
raised 10,000 BNB will be added to liquidity and locked permanently with another 20% 
of the BDOT supply. 



 

 

 

 

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



ROADMAP 
 
 

 

Q1 2022 
 

 

- Setup up legal entity 

- $10M seed funding from Vince Neil 

- Market research 

- R&D confirming the feasibility of the project 

- Validating business model 

- Testing 3D scanning technology 

- Securing strategic partners & advisors 
- Creating proprietary smart contract architecture - Core 

team formation 

- Creating marketing strategy 

- Establishing 5 year plan & vision 

- Premium brand creation 
 
 
 

 

Q2 2022 
 
 
 

 

- Initial talks with high-profile investors - Stress test 
smart contracts 

- Expand core team 

- Verify metascanner locations 

- Website VI 

- YouTube channel rebranding 
- Awareness marketing & PR campaigns - Private 

presale 

- Public presale registration 

- Pre-launch marketing campaigns 

- Opening whitelist 



ROADMAP 
 
 

 

Q3 2022 
 

 

- Public Launch on Pancake swap v2 

- Post launch marketing campaigns 
- First delivery of BITDOTCOIN 3D chamber - Initiate 

negotiations with CEXs 

- Implementation of community voting 

- Negotiations with onramp partners 
- BITDOTCOIN added to major rating websites - 

Launch BITDOTCOIN podcast 

- Announce artist partnerships 

- Listing on first CEX 
 
 
 
 

Q4 2022 
 

 
 

 

- Expanding team 

- Website v2 

- Sponsorship of crypto & gaming events 
- Explore game studio/developer partnerships - Join 

prestigious global business organizations - Onboarding 
strategic investors 

- Growing international BDOT communities 
- Officially install public BITDOTCOIN 3D chamber - 

BITDOTCOIN 3D NFT marketplace 

- Further CEX listings 

- Implementation of fiat to BDOT onramp 



ROADMAP 
 
 

 

Q1 2023 
 

 

- Launch BITDOTCOIN 3D franchise 

- Blockchain meetups 

- Gaming conferences & expositions 

- Expanding team 

- Expanding global presence & awareness 

- Adding multi-language support 

- Strategic gaming & crypto partnerships 

- BDOT Visa partnership 

- Publish 2022 roadmap 

- Publish 10-year plan to scale to 100M users 



Disclaimer 

Participation in an ICO is a high-risk activity. Our offer is directed to experienced 
professionals familiar with Block chain technologies, cryptocurrency trading, and 
other financial instruments, such as stocks or forex. 

By participating in this ICO, the investor should accept the security risks and 
potential financial losses. The participant declares that he is aware of the legal 
uncertainty related to this type of service and that he has conducted his own 
examination of the compliance of the services offered by BITDOTCOIN with the 
applicable law. 

 

Anyone who buys BDOT tokens acknowledges the project's technological and 
economic uncertainty presented in the White Paper. Therefore, participants are 
aware of the lack of possibility to take any legal action against the company in the 
event of the project's failure or non-performance, and the event of a decline or 
even total loss of value of BDOT. The purchase of a BDOT token allows you to 
use the created BITDOTCOIN.ORG services. 

 
No other rights are transferred to the token holders. More specifically, the 
company's sole responsibility is to distribute the BDOT tokens under the 
conditions set out in the White Paper. 

 

 

During the ICO, the company cannot be held responsible for any of the 

following: 

 

- Use of the service not in accordance with applicable terms 
- Error, failure, malicious activity, or breach of the White Paper by the user, 

third party or third party controlled service 
- All direct or indirect damages that may occur during the operation: 

cryptocurrency losses, financial gains or losses, or other damages of this 
nature 

- Loss of control for any reason (loss, hacking, unwanted disclosure, or 
technical failure) of users' login details that could lead to fraudulent use of 
tokens; 

- Temporary or permanent suspension of the service, for whatever reason, 
especially at the request of public authorities, judicial authorities, or a third 
party 

- Computer failure resulting in loss of data 
- Professional activity of users 
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